
The Island Joshua Evans

(Text on a black screen)

In 2020, the Pandemic hit.
The world hit pause... but was soon starved for entertainment.

The NBA created The Bubble.
The NFL created the Intensive Protocol.

The Game Shows created The Island.

A lush island in the South Pacific, isolated from the outside world,
chosen to host all televised game shows.

By 2022, the pandemic had destroyed the human population.
The outside world was gone.

...but The Island endured.

However,
the Games had changed.

(Fade in on grand, sweeping views of a lush tropical island.  Large text: The Island)

(Fade in on ALEX and MORGAN, sitting outside.  Their clothes are extremely well-worn, on the border
of being rags.  They've obviously been wearing these same clothes for weeks, if not months.  Across

from them, JACK is standing.  He too wears clothes that are in ruins)

JACK:  Alex.  Morgan.  It all comes down to this: the Final Tribal Council.

ALEX:  Right.

MORGAN:  Sounds good.

JACK:  One of you will walk away the Winner of Survivor.  The other: will be eaten.

MORGAN:  Right.

ALEX:  Sounds good.

JACK:  You do understand that we're going to eat the loser, right?

ALEX:  Winner winner.

MORGAN:  Chicken dinner.
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JACK:  (Shaking his head) I don't know how you two idiots made it this far.

ALEX: Right.

MORGAN:  Sounds good.

JACK:  Okay.  Well... Morgan, Alex... for the last time, are you read to “Outwit, Outplay, Out--”

ALEX:  Done.

MORGAN:  Finished.

JACK:  What?  I haven't even given you the Challenge yet.

MORGAN:  No need.

ALEX:  We decided.

JACK:  Decided what?

MORGAN:  You.

ALEX:  You.

JACK:  Me?

MORGAN:  Great!  We all agree!

JACK:  Wait, what?!

ALEX:  We've decided that you're the loser.

MORGAN:  And that the two of us win.

JACK:  But I'm the host!

ALEX:  (Nodding) We know...  pretty genius, huh?

MORGAN:  Outwit, Outplay, Outlast.

ALEX:  Mic drop.

JACK:  You can't eat me!  That's not an option.
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MORGAN:  (Standing) Jack, you're outvoted here.

ALEX:  (Standing) The tribe has spoken.

JACK:  You're insane.

MORGAN:  And you're dinner.

JACK:  Not while I have this!  (Pulls out a butter knife)

ALEX:  (Scoffing) Is that a butter knife?

JACK:  Sure is.  It only takes 12 pounds of pressure to penetrate human skin.

MORGAN:  (Really?) Is that true?

JACK:  Let's find out.

ALEX:  But we voted you off.

MORGAN:  Twelve pounds of pressure?

JACK:  Let's rewrite the Season Finale, shall we?  The Host votes off the two idiots.  Winner winner.

ALEX &
MORGAN:  (Pointing at themselves) Chicken dinner?

JACK:  Outwit.  Outplay.  Out--

(Before he can finish, he's stabbed or hit from behind, and falls to the ground.  MACKENZIE stands
behind him, brandishing a weapon)

MACKENZIE:  Not today, Host.

ALEX &
MORGAN:  Whoa...

MORGAN:  That... was an awesome entrance.

ALEX:  Her/His hair is amazing.

MACKENZIE:  Are you two the last?

ALEX:  Everyone else is gone.
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MORGAN:  And they were delicious.

MACKENZIE:  What?

MORGAN:  Nothing.

MACKENZIE:  (To JACK) Where's the key?

JACK: (Slowly dying) You'll never find it.

MACKENZIE:  Is it in your pocket?

JACK:  Aw, shoot.

MACKENZIE:  You're done with this game.

JACK:  (Dying) This key?  This game?  ...is not meant... for you... (Dies)

(MACKENZIE fishes out the key, and studies ALEX and MORGAN as he/she puts the key in his/her
pocket, and continues to rifle through JACK's pockets for supplies)

MACKENZIE:  Are we friend or foe?

MORGAN:  (In admiration) Who writes your dialogue?

ALEX:  (Equal admiration) Who does your hair?

MACKENZIE:  I'm getting off this island.  Are you coming?

ALEX:  Off the island?  How?

MACKENZIE:  I'm heading to the Control Room.

MORGAN:  But travel outside of your Showzone is against the rules.

MACKENZIE:  I'm here in your Showzone, aren't I?

ALEX:  But who are you?

MORGAN:  Why do you look so familiar?

MACKENZIE:  I'm from three Showzones over... I'm Mackenzie.

ALEX &
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MORGAN:  (Gasping) Mackenzie?!

MORGAN:  You're...

ALEX:  ...the Bachelor

(On this line, MACKENZIE stands, angelic music is heard, and a hero is born)

MACKENZIE:  You two coming with me?

ALEX:  (Indicating JACK) After we eat, right?

MACKENZIE:  Eat what?

ALEX:  Nobody.

MACKENZIE:  Time is our enemy.  Stay and die, or follow me to live.

MORGAN:  Seriously, your dialogue is amazing.

MACKENZIE:  I need one more Host Key before I can gain access to the Control Room.

ALEX:  Yes, we totally understand everything you just said.

MACKENZIE:  But the path is treacherous.

MORGAN:  I don't think I've ever used the word “treacherous” in my life.

MACKENZIE:  If you two are to follow, know this: we must travel through Jeopardy Ravine.

ALEX:  The Quiz Showzone?

MACKENZIE:  Now overrun with the Tribe of Trebek.

ALEX &
MORGAN:  (Crossing themselves, and looking to the Heavens) Alex Trebek.

MACKENZIE:  Without his guidance, the Ravine fell to chaos.

MORGAN:  But the Host is gone.  Who has his key-thing-a-ma-bob?

MACKENZIE:  The Kitchen Master.  Beyond the Ravine.

ALEX:  (Thumbs up) The Kitchen Master.
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MORGAN:  (Thumbs up) Beyond the Ravine of the Tribe of Trebek.

ALEX:  Right.

MORGAN:  Sounds good.

MACKENZIE:  (Handing them each a rose) Friends, let's get off this cursed island.

MORGAN:  Survivor Winner, and now a One-On-One Date with the Bachelor?

ALEX:  (Correcting her/him) A One-On-One-On-One Date.

MACKENZIE:  Listen: Stick to me, and you live.  Wander, you die.

(MACKENZIE exits.  ALEX and MORGAN stare a her/him leaving)

MORGAN:  Why can't we Cool Talk like that?

(MORGAN exits to follow)

ALEX:  (Looking at JACK's corpse) We're seriously not going to eat him?

(ALEX throws her/his arms in the air and exits)

(Cross fade to a wide exterior shot of a dangerous looking ravine.  Cut to our three Travelers,
cautiously making their way through the heavily wooded terrain.  The entire situation is tense and

spooky, all at the same time.  Our Travelers are nervous and apprehensive as they pensively make their
way.  Jungle/Forest sounds surround them, as trees and leaves rustle)

MACKENZIE:  (Looking around) Stay close.  They're here.

MORGAN:  Who's here?

MACKENZIE:  Silence!  No more questions.  That's exactly what the Tribe of Trebek wants.

ALEX:  No questions.  Got it.  (Pause) Should we run?

MACKENZIE:  (Stops in his/her tracks) It's too late.  Brace yourselves.

(A flurry of feral Contestants jump out of the bushes in a mad ballet of chaos!  They are all dressed in
disheveled business causal attire, but very dirty.  They all have neckties tied around their foreheads like
headbands, and war paint smeared across their faces.  Giant mustaches are painted/worn on everyone)

MACKENZIE:  It's the Tribe of Trebek!!!!
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(The Tribe of Trebek Contestants fly across our screen.  Some jumping into frame and grabbing the
camera to strike fear into the viewer.  ALEX and MORGAN swat at them in a feeble attempt to defend

themselves)

TREBEK ONE:  What is the capital of Germany?

TREBEK TWO:  Who is Alexander Graham Bell?

TREBEK ONE:  What is a murder of crows?

TREBEK TWO:  Where is the Blue Ace?

TREBEK ONE:  When is the Age of Elightenment?

TREBEK TWO:  Who is Sean Connery?

TREBEK ONE:  What is “Hamlet”?

TREBEK TWO:  Who are the Beastie Boys?

TREBEK ONE:  Where is The Devil's Causeway?

TREBEK TWO:  Who is Sarah Stevens?

TREBEK ONE:  What is a funicular?

TREBEK TWO:  What is a Rough Rider?

TREBEK ONE:  When is the Golden Hour?

TREBEK TWO:  Who is Sally Budweiser?

(Our travelers begin to cover themselves, as if attacked by an overwhelming swarm of bees, giving into
their doomed fate... when suddenly MACKENZIE shouts to the sky)

MACKENZIE:  (Full Hero-mode) The internet!!!!!!!!

(All the Contestants freeze.  They are stunned, and looking at each other, not sure what to make of
anything.  They are searching their knowledge to either prove or disprove MACKENZIE's answer)

MACKENZIE:  (To ALEX and MORGAN) We must move.

(They slowly tip-toe their way through the frozen Contestants)
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MORGAN:  What was that?

MACKENZIE:  I answered their questions.

ALEX:  The answer was, “the internet”?

MACKENZIE:  It's a logic puzzle for them, trapping their minds for hours.

MORGAN:  I don't understand.

ALEX:  To be honest, we don't understand a lot.

MORGAN:  This is true.

MACKENZIE:  Every answer to every question can be found on the internet.  But for every answer on 
the internet, you'll also find (air quotes) “evidence” of the exact opposite answer.

ALEX:  A trivia buff's worst nightmare.

MORGAN:  I had a nightmare about a giant cupcake once.

MACKENZIE:  Come on.

(MACKENZIE leads the group off screen.  Cross fade to another part of the jungle/forest, where our
Travelers are continuing their cautious trek)

MACKENZIE:  Stay alert.  We've just crossed into a new Showzone.

MORGAN:  Which show are we in?

MACKENZIE:  This area is a warzone.  One show spilled into the other, and now they're locked 
together in a mad, mad world ruled by the Kitchen Master.

ALEX &
MORGAN:  (Slightly terrified, in a hushed tone) The Kitchen Master.

MACKENZIE:  When the improv show “Whose Line Is It Anyways?” broke through the Fourth Wall 
one too many times, they flooded into their cooking show neighbor, “Hell's Kitchen”.

(From out of nowhere, the KITCHEN MASTER jumps into screen)

KITCHEN MASTER:  And created me!
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ALEX &
MORGAN:  The Kitchen Master!!

(Our Travelers are yanked off screen by unseen foes, and are simultaneously plopped down into dining
room chairs at a dinner table.  They are instantly bound to their chairs.  The KITCHEN MASTER and

their assistant, the MARCH HARE, are hosting a mad tea party)

KITCHEN MASTER:  Welcome to tonight's dinner!  Can I get a suggestion for a food that starts with 
the letter “M”?

MACKENZIE:  (To ALEX and MORGAN) Don't give them anything!  They've gone mad!

MORGAN:  Did you guys build a dining room in the middle of the forest?

MARCH HARE:  Mayonnaise!  Monkeys!  Monopoly!  Marky Mark and the Funky Bunch!

KITCHEN MASTER:  Great!  I heard Mashed Potatoes!

ALEX:  Mashed potatoes?

KITCHEN MASTER:  Mashed Potatoes!

MARCH HARE:  Mashed Potatoes!

KITCHEN MASTER:  (Points to the MARCH HARE) Good idea!

MACKENZIE:  Stop helping them!  They're crazy!

KITCHEN MASTER:  Now I need a relationship.

MORGAN:  Don't we all?

KITCHEN MASTER:  Zing!

MARCH HARE:  Titanic survivors!  Hogwarts Teacher's Lounge!  Mr. Rogers!

KITCHEN MASTER:  Did I hear Thanksgiving Dinner?

MARCH HARE:  Thanksgiving Dinner!

KITCHEN MASTER:  (Points to the MARCH HARE) Thanksgiving Dinner!  Wonderful!

ALEX:  This is fun!
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MORGAN:  I like improv!

MACKENZIE:  (Struggling with the restraints) Don't get pulled in!  Must break free!

KITCHEN MASTER:  And finally, something you'd bring on vacation?

ALEX:  Swimsuit!

MARCH HARE:  An extremely limited knowledge of the native language!

MORGAN:  Mosquitoes!

ALEX:  You'd bring mosquitoes on your vacation?

MORGAN:  I don't trust foreign mosquitoes.

KITCHEN MASTER:  (To ALEX) Did you say sunglasses?

ALEX:  Nope.

KITCHEN MASTER:  Sunglasses it is!

MARCH HARE:  Sunglasses!

KITCHEN MASTER:  Great idea!

MORGAN:  (To the KITCHEN MASTER) You're funny.  (To MACKENZIE) He's funny.

ALEX:  This scene is gonna be hilarious.

MACKENZIE:  You fools!  It's improv and “Hell's Kitchen”!

KITCHEN MASTER:  (Starting the improv scene as a 1950s-style father) Hello family.  I'm so glad 
we're together for Thanksgiving dinner.  I'm wearing sunglasses.

ALEX:  (Playing along) Hello father!

MORGAN:  (Playing along) Hiya, pop!

MARCH HARE:  Oh darling, I simply love our wonderful family.  Look, mashed potatoes.

(They hand an imaginary bowl of mashed potatoes to the KITCHEN MASTER, who takes them and
smells or tastes the imaginary food with a sour look on their face)
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KITCHEN MASTER:  (Dramatically different persona, with a British accent) Who cooked these?

MORGAN:  Ooooooo!  An accent!

KITCHEN MASTER:  I said, who bloody cooked these?

MARCH HARE:  (All smiles) The children did, dear.

KITCHEN MASTER:  (Turns to ALEX) Did you cook these?

ALEX:  (Happy to play along) I sure did, Father.  Happy Thanksgiving!

KITCHEN MASTER:  (Throwing the imaginary bowl across the room) They're raw!  Raw!!

MORGAN:  (Giggling, trying to imitate the accent) They're raw.

KITCHEN MASTER:  (Turning to MORGAN) It's not funny, you donkey!

MARCH HARE:  Oh please, chef.  Please don't hurt them.

KITCHEN MASTER:  (Jumping up and down, having a temper tantrum) Raw!  Raw!  Raw!

(Pause)

MORGAN:  (Can't help themselves, again with the accent) Raw.

(The KITCHEN MASTER bellows to the sky)

KITCHEN MASTER:  RAW!!!

(And with that, the KITCHEN MASTER leaps onto the table and begins to slap and punch MORGAN
and ALEX)

KITCHEN MASTER:  I wouldn't serve that to my dog, you worthless excuse for a chef!  In fact, my 
dog could probably cook a better mash potato than the slop you just served me!  How dare you!!

MACKENZIE:  (Heard from off-screen) Hey Kitchen Master...

(The KITCHEN MASTER stops the assault, and turns.  There stands MACKENZIE, free from the
confines of the chair.  She/He drops the rope used to restrain them, in a dramatically cool fashion)

MACKENZIE:  Improv this... if you're British, then why are you celebrating Thanksgiving?
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(We see the KITCHEN MASTER's face transition from rage to puzzlement, as they try to figure out the
answer to the question)

KITCHEN MASTER:  I... I don't know.

(The MARCH HARE is shocked, and has just heard a bad word)

MARCH HARE:  (Huge gasp!) You said, “I don't know”!  You said, “I don't know”!  Why'd you say, “I
don't know”?!

KITCHEN MASTER:  I don't know!

MARCH HARE:  You said it again!  Why did you say it again?!

KITCHEN MASTER:  I don't know!!

MARCH HARE:  The Number One Rule of Improv: Never Say, “I don't know”!  Never Say, “I don't 
know”!

KITCHEN MASTER:  (Losing it, frantically shouting) I don't know!  I don't know!  I don't know!

MARCH HARE:  Stop saying, “I don't know”!  Stop saying, “I don't know”!

KITCHEN MASTER:  I don't know!  I don't know!

(The two of them start to physically meltdown in a bizarre combination of a mental breakdown and
melting of the Wicked Witch of the West in a flurry of “I don't knows”)

MARCH HARE:  I don't know!  I don't know!  I don't know!

KITCHEN MASTER:  I don't know!  I don't know!  I don't know!

(MACKENZIE walks over, and puts out her hand)

MACKENZIE:  Where's the Trebek Key?

KITCHEN MASTER:  (Dying) You'll never find it...

MACKENZIE:  Is it in your pocket?

KITCHEN MASTER:  Aw, shoot.  (Dying) This key?  This game?  ...is not meant... for you...

MACKENZIE:  (Grabbing the key from the KITCHEN MASTER's pocket, in ultra hero mode) You're 
through here.  (Leans in) The kitchen's closed.
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(With that, MACKENZIE exits.  ALEX and MORGAN are stunned, and can do nothing but stare in awe
at the perfect exit)

MORGAN:  So cool...

ALEX:  So unbelievably cool.

(Cut to our Travelers standing outside of the locked Control Room Door.  MACKENZIE pulls out the
keys, and stares at them in their hand.  She/He is resolute, and with a nod to her/himself he/she takes a

step towards the door.  He/She pauses, and says over his/her shoulder)

MACKENZIE:  We do this?  ...there's no going back.

ALEX:  Going back?

MORGAN:  We have no idea where we are right now.

MACKENZIE:  (Looking at the door) This is the Control Room.

ALEX:  Right.

MORGAN:  Sounds good.

MACKENZIE:  Behind these doors lies all the answers.

MORGAN:  Right.

ALEX:  Sounds good.

MACKENZIE:  The games end today.

MORGAN:  (Trying to imitate MACKENZIE's coolness) The games end today.  (To ALEX) It's just not 
as cool when I say it.

ALEX:  Yeah, not even close.

MACKENZIE:  Come, friends.

(MACKENZIE exits towards the doors)

MORGAN:  (Super excited to ALEX) He/She called us “friends”!

ALEX:  (Super excited to MORGAN) I heard “best friends for life”!
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(The hurriedly exit towards the door)

(Cut to the interior of the building.  The door slams shut, and there is complete darkness.  The lights
begin to flicker on, and the Travelers look around.  MACKENZIE takes on step to lead the way, then

stops.  She/He turns to ALEX and MORGAN)

MACKENZIE:  Leave the door unlocked.

(ALEX reaches over to unlock the door, and MACKENZIE leads the way as they all three exit frame.
We see a back-lit doorway at the end of a long hallway.  The camera travels down the hallway, towards
the door, from the POV of the Travelers.  They open the door and the screen is awash in a bright light.
When the light clears, MACKENZIE stares straights ahead, while ALEX and MORGAN are squinting
to get accustomed to the light.  Soon we see what MACKENZIE is looking at: a tall desk chair, turned
away from the camera.  The chair swivels around to reveal the DIRECTOR.  He/She is well-dressed,

very modern, and clean)

DIRECTOR:  (Slowly clapping) Well done.  Well done!

(MACKENZIE stares at the DIRECTOR, eyes blazing with hatred.  ALEX and MORGAN have no idea
what is going on, and look back and forth between MACKENZIE and the DIRECTOR.  Not knowing

what to do, they join in on the clapping for MACKENZIE)

DIRECTOR:  (Indicating ALEX and MORGAN) And you brought the Survivor kids!  I love these two! 
I'm a huge fan.

MACKENZIE:  Who are you?

DIRECTOR:  “Who are you?”  So direct.  So forceful.  You never cease to deliver for us!  (Down to 
business) But my apologies... I, am the Director.

MACKENZIE:  The Director?

DIRECTOR:  Or, more appropriately, your Director.

MACKENZIE:  Director of what?

DIRECTOR:  Director of the Island, of course!  (He/She bows ceremoniously, but slightly 
condescendingly)

(Pause)

ALEX:  Right.

MORGAN:  Sounds good.
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DIRECTOR: (Loving it) Yes!  Perfect!  Right on cue!  Do you know how many t-shirts we've sold with
that on it?

MORGAN:  (Thinking it's a legit question) Um... thirteen?

DIRECTOR:  ...million, worldwide!  You three are walking moneybags!  We loved watching your 
shows, but now...?  You three together...?!  On this quest to bring the whole thing down?!  (Money 
making motion) Cha-ching!  Cha-Ching!  Cha-Ching!

ALEX:  Aw man... am I the only one completely lost right now?

MORGAN:  Nope!

DIRECTOR:  You're right, you're right, you're right.  I'm not being fair.  Please, let me explain.

(The DIRECTOR grabs a remote, and turns on a TV monitor.  Images of a destroyed, post-apocalyptic
world fill the screen)

DIRECTOR:  This is life off of the Island, correct?

(Our Travelers watch the screens.  After a moment, The DIRECTOR turns off the screen.  Turning to
the Travelers, he/she whimsically shakes his/her head “no”, and turns the screen back on)

DIRECTOR:  This is the outside world.

(The screen shows life as we know it, all the beauty of Mother Earth, combined with the hustle and
bustle of the human race.  The Travelers are stunned, glued to the screen)

DIRECTOR:  (Both hands up in a mocking gesture) Surprise.

MACKENZIE:  What game is this?  The Pandemic hit and wiped out everything.

DIRECTOR:  Yes!  ...and, no.

ALEX:  Still lost.

MORGAN:  Yup!

DIRECTOR:  The Pandemic did hit.  Boo!  But a vaccine was developed.  Yay!  Life moved on.

MACKENZIE:  But the Island...

DIRECTOR:  ...was great TV!  It was there for us during the Lockdowns, and we needed it there for us 
when we re-opened.
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ALEX:  So the world got better?

DIRECTOR:  Yup!

MORGAN:  But nobody told us?

DIRETOR:  Right again!

MACKENZIE:  Because you didn't want your shows to end.

DIRECTOR:  Bingo!  (Grabbing the remote to turn the monitor back on) And your latest game: to 
come and find me...?  Absolute gold!

MORGAN:  You've been watching us?

DIRECTOR:  We've been watching everything!  Look!

(The DIRECTOR switches the channel, and we see high angle CCTV footage of our three Travelers
from their current quest)

MACKENZIE:  Turn it off.  I'm not playing your game anymore.

DIRECTOR:  But it's not my game.  It's not your game.  That's what the key-holders were telling you!  
“This game... it's not for you.”  It's for the viewers!  All of this is for the viewers!

MACKENZIE:  They can have it, I'm through.

ALEX:  Yeah!

MORGAN:  What he/she said!

DIRECTOR:  You can't be through!  You're Mackenzie, the Bachelor/ette!  Your name is plastered on 
billboards and t-shirts all across the world.  You're a Mega-Star!

MACKENZIE:  (Actually interested) I'm watched in thousands of people's homes every night?

DIRECTOR:  (Correcting him/her) Millions....

MACKENZIE:  And you?  Do you watch?

DIRECTOR:  Of course!

MACKENZIE:  In your little bunker here?
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DIRECTOR:  Pff...!  No, of course not.  I'm on the next island over.  We've got a pretty sweet set-up, 
with a submarine running trips over here hourly.

(MACKENZIE nods his/her head and turns to leave)

DIRECTOR:  What?  What are you doing?

MACKENZIE:  You can have The Island.  I'm out.

DIRECTOR:  You can't leave!

MACKENZIE:  Watch me.

DIRECTOR:  Where will you go?  Where won't I see you?!  I'm the Director!

MACKENZIE:  I'll start by taking over your submarine.

DIRECTOR:  Ha!  You don't think that I'll call them to warn them?

MACKENZIE:  Nope.

DIRECTOR:  Why not?

MACKENZIE:  You'll have your hands full.  (To ALEX) Did you leave the front door unlocked?

ALEX:  (Saluting) Yup!

MACKENZIE:  Good.

(Cut to shots of many of the Tribe of Trebek members slinking out of the shadows, slowly advancing
and crawling towards The DIRECTOR)

DIRECTOR:  You led the Tribe of Trebek in here?!

MACKENZIE:  (To DIRECTOR) You tell the Devil: Trebek sent you.

MORGAN:  (Throws hands up in utter and complete disbelief) Best line of the whole movie!

(The DIRECTOR quivers and shakes in fear, as the Tribe of Trebek slowly and menacingly advances on
him/her.  Cut to MACKENZIE as a shrill is heard from The DIRECTOR.  Now back outside:)

ALEX:  Where to now?

MACKENZIE:  Let's go commandeer a sub.
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MORGAN:  You know how to drive a submarine?

MACKENZIE:  Of course... I'm, The Bachelor/ette.

MORGAN:  So cool.

ALEX:  And take it where?

MACKENZIE:  To the mainland.

MORGAN:  For what?

MACKENZIE:  An new game... Revenge.

(MACKENZIE exits)

ALEX:  She/He is so cool.

MORGAN:  So cool.

(Fade to Blackout)
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